Chapter 16
Substitutions

Up to this point, we have been using only the keys of C major and Amin
(no flats or sharps) to present new musical principles. By this time your keys
should be second nature, and so principles will consequently be presented in an
arbitrary manner to help hone these skills. It is important that these skills are not
to be "figured out" (which takes time and efficiency) but are automatic, in the
same way language literacy is automatic. One does not have to translate spoken
into written language when he is writing a letter: it is automatic. So must be
music composition.
One of the simplest yet most effective devices used in arranging and
songwriting involves using different chords over the same melody found in the
original presentation. In addition, understanding how chords are related
melodically and harmonically will give the composer more choices when writing
a melody or chord progression. The important thing is to make sure the chord is
compatible with the melody, and to a lesser degree with the original chords. This
principle is called substitution, since we are substituting one chord for another.

To determine the compatibility of two chords, we examine the percentage
of notes common to the chords. In the first measure of 16-1, the original chord is
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E major with the notes E , G, and B . The second chord is C minor with the
notes C, E , and G. Therefore C minor may be a substitution for E major. It does
not matter that one chord is major and the other minor; it is important that notes
are common between the two. Measures 3 and 4 (Fmin and D

maj7

, respectively)

are inverse, the first being minor and the second, major.

The second thing we should check is the function of the chord itself. In
some cases, only chords with related functions may effectively be substituted for
each other. Fig. 16-1b shows an A

maj7

substituted for an C minor triad in the key

of E . On the surface, this appears to be acceptable, but in examining the
functions of the chords themselves in the key we see that Cmin (vi) contains scale
degree 6, 1 and 3, and not dissonant scale degrees 4 or 7.
Although A

maj7

contains scale degrees 1 and 3, it also contains scale

degree 4 which is dissonant and must be resolved. Therefore, the function of A
is different and should usually not be used in place of C minor unless a different
function is desired.

Another Type of Deceptive Cadence
As we’ve seen, substitution can act as a way to deceptively extend a
phrase or a song. The deceptive cadence (vi for I) is a substitution within its own
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right and is used extensively throughout music. Another type of deceptive
cadence uses the iii to substitute for I. This is not technically a deceptive cadence,
since there is no resolution to I, however can be used to extend a phrase or the
ending of a song.
Fig. 16-2 shows this common progression often found in jazz and is called
a tag or even -- inaccurately -- a turnaround. This particular example is in D . A
iii chord is not an acceptable substitution for I as far as function goes (there is no
scale degree 1 to satisfactorily resolve to).
However, in this case the normal ii–V–I progression does not end on D
(I), but replaces I with iii (Fmin). This does not resolve the cadence but actually
adds more tension, which extends the phrase. This extension may be repeated
indefinitely and in jazz the solo instrument often improvises over this tage until
ready to end the song. Although D cannot function in the same way as F minor,
F minor may often be used as a replacement for D if a different purpose is
needed.
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Reversible Substitutions
Some substitutions are reversible due to their scalar resolutions. I and vi,
as we have seen as a substitute is the reason for deceptive cadences and are
interchangeable (Fig. 16-3a) because the resolutions to 1 and 3 are maintained. As
shown, all viiº, viiº7 and viiø7 chords may be directly or indirectly swapped with
all V7 chords (scale degrees 2, 7 and 4 resolve to 1, 8, and 3, respectively. Fig. 163b).
IV is exchanged for ii, and vice–versa (Fig. 16-3c) (scale degrees 4 and 6,
resolving to 3 and 5 are maintained). Besides these, one must consider the
context in which the original chord is placed, and the purpose for which the
substitution must be made. For instance, if the first chord is thought of as a I
chord, is it the composer's intention that the second chord continue that same
purpose or begin an entirely new idea?
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For Further Study
1. Select one of the following American folk songs.
Camptown Races

Amazing Grace

Be Thou My Vision

Brethren, We Have Met To Worship

Turkey in the Straw

Simple Gifts

Go Down, Moses

Soon Ah Will Be Done

Write out the melody in its simplest form, then add chords to it. While trying to
compliment the melody, also write in a progressive fashion, maximizing tension
and release principles. Write several more versions, substituting several chords
in the process. For simplicity, stay with triads only. What differences are there
between the versions you just wrote? How difficult was it to maintain function?
Was phrasing improved? Sacrificed?
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Chapter 17
Substituting Extended Chords

When substituting extended chords, remember the same principle as
presented regarding common note modulations: the higher percentage of notes
that are common between the two chords, the more consonant the substitution. It
is also important when determining function, lest one get distracted by the use of
the color tones in the extended chords.
In Fig. 17-1, notice that Bmin is merely the top three notes of Gmaj7, or
conversely, Gmaj7 is a Bmin with a G added on the bottom. It is true that the
chords contain three common notes (75% of Gmaj7 and 100% of Bmin), but the
chords themselves are of different characters. To properly assess this, consider
the comparative consonance of the chords involved. Bmin contains three notes
only. The Gmaj7 contains the G triad, but adds a major seventh on top.
Consonance decreases as notes are added in any case, regardless of the
consonance of the notes involved. Therefore, Gmaj7 is more dissonant than Bmin.

Fig. 17-2a shows another example. E major is a very consonant chord (the
most consonant in fact, barring one with an open fifth, or no third). C
contains all of an E triad or, to put it another way, C
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min7

min7

is an E triad with an

added C on the bottom. C

min7

is more dissonant than E be virtue of having one

more note, although a substitution works very well here. A diatonic third below
C added gives us an Amaj9 (Fig. 17-2b), which is more dissonant yet (five notes),
although it could be considered a fairly consonant chord in its own right and in
most contexts.

Diatonically we can add an F , creating an F

min11

chord. We descend

diatonically to maintain consonant chords; i.e., no dominants or diminished
chords, which would entirely change the function and the context of the chord
within the turnaround. From there, we add a D, resulting in a Dmaj13(+11), which
only a jazz enthusiast would consider entirely consonant! At the very least, it is
the most dissonant chord in the series (Fig. 17-2c and d).
By really stretching our imaginations, we can actually think of Dmaj13(+11)
as a substitution for an E major triad, since all three notes of the original chord
are contained in it. But let us go back to our original principle. Although an E
triad contains 100% of the notes involved in the original chord, only 43% of
Dmaj13(+11) are made up of notes involved in the E chord, therefore this is a much
weaker substitution for E major than Amaj9 (60%) or C

min7

(75%).

Some substitutions may be made strictly based on one note, such as in the
melody (Fig. 17-3). Common note modulations may be considered related to this.
Again, the composer needs to keep in mind the chord progressions involved to
allow the tension–release principle (resolution) to occur, as well as the
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percentage of common notes (in this example, 14.3%). One must also consider the
context of the chords. In 17-3, substituting a “flat” oriented key such as F for a
sharp key can imply changing keys entirely and obviously have nothing to do
with each other as far as function goes.

Inversions and Rewriting Substitutions
Enharmonic spelling and rewriting chords as inversions may help
substitutions by reconsidering which notes are function, color, root tones, and
the linear function in terms of scale degrees. One of the most common method
changes an add 6 chord into a min7 chord by trading inversions. For example, is D,
F, A, and C a Dmin7 chord, or is it an F(add6) chord in third inversion (Fig. 17-4a)?
Viewing G °7 (which is viiº7 of Amin) as an enharmonic first inversion of
E º7 (which is viiº7 in F

min

) allows for a different function to be used. In this

case the same enharmonic pitches allow for a smooth resolution into either the
key of A minor or F# major (Fig.17-4b).
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The Valt to bII Substitution
The most important extended substitution is found associated with the V7,
viiº, and related altered chords (which are V7 in function). The most dissonant V7
chord is altered (i.e.,

–/+5

and

–/+9

) and by respelling the notes in the chord, we

develop a new principle, which can be used in a number of ways. Fig. 17-5 shows
all of the possible combinations, used when the designation "alt." is found.
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In Figure 17-5b, observe the metamorphosis as we enharmonically
manipulate all the notes in an “alt” chord. We will respell each note according to
the following schematic:
G remains
B becomes C
D remains the same
D becomes E
F remains the same
A remains the same
A becomes B

Remember, the pitches themselves are not changing: merely being
respelled. Next we change the "inversion" of this distorted Galt chord.
E to the top
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G to the top leaves C in the bass
B to the top
C to the top leaves D in the bass
Examine this chord in Fig. 17-5c. When stacked in thirds, we have a
D

13(+11)

chord, or a II in C major. Remember, none of the pitches have been

changed, just the spelling.

Therefore, an altered II is not just a substitution for an altered V7, but
is the exact same thing in a different inversion. Notice the enharmonic pitches B
(C ) and F. What interval is this? It is chord scale degrees 3 and 7 in the Galt
chord, and chord scale degrees 7 and 3 in the D alt chord: the same tritone, just
inverted (Fig 17-6a). As we know, tritones are best resolved by half steps in the
following chord. In the major scale, remember that these same notes (F and B) are
scale degrees 4 and 7 of the key, resolving to scale degrees 3 and 8 (Fig. 17-6b).
Because of the existence of these tritones which resolve to E and C (1 and 3) in
the key of C major, D

13(+11)

( II) and Galt (Valt) are interchangeable as authentic

class cadence chords. D chords ( II) may be considered less consonant as a
chord in relationship to C only because it is not diatonic to C major (I), and
introduces dissonance by the very fact that dominant chords in any position are
by nature dissonant.
In addition, the notes D and A resolve admirably to C and G (1 and 5),
as half step intervals providing maximum tension and resolution.
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We can reduce this dissonance by eliminating altered and color notes, in
that order. D

7

still contains the scale degrees 4–7 tritone that needs to be

resolved, but it does not now have the +11 (G), or the 13 (B ) which can increase
dissonance (Fig. 17-7). Therefore, D

7

by itself makes a fine substitution for V7 in

the key of C major.

The Approach Chord
Even less dissonant as a chord, but still dissonant as a resolution to Cmaj7
is D

maj7

or just D . Either chord is successively more consonant than extended

dominant chords, but may still be used as a substitution for V7.
Referring back to modulations, recall that a fully chromatic chord
modulation involves moving all chord tones by half–steps. Linear or melodic
resolutions are also most effective when resolving by half steps. The D chords
we have seen take the place of Galt above demonstrate another perspective on
this well. Therefore, any chord may be preceded by it's own II chord, or in other
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words, approached chromatically from above. For this reason they are often
called approach chords, and are effective in all kinds of chord progressions and
modulation problems. Fig. 17-8 shows how by inserting approach chords into a
tag, we have a much more interesting progression to work with. As with all
techniques, one must remember to be sparing in their uses, and consider the style
in which one is writing.

Chords may also be approached chromatically from below, but these are
significantly weaker and are not often used, except as special effects. This
technique is often found in rock where “scooping” is done on the guitar,
particularly in those styles, which have "rock–a–billy" or Southern rock roots,
and are seen as neighboring chords (Fig. 17-9).
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For Further Study
1. Select another of the following American folk songs.
Camptown Races

Amazing Grace

Be Thou My Vision

Brethren, We Have Met To Worship

Turkey in the Straw

Simple Gifts

Go Down, Moses

Soon Ah Will Be Done

This time, use extended chords to substitute. Try to maintain a consistency in
function and, if possible, consonance. Be aware that consonance will decrease
proportionately to the number of common notes each substitution has. What
differences are there between the versions you just wrote? How difficult was it to
maintain function? Was phrasing improved? Sacrificed?
2. Select five pieces from a fakebook, preferably jazz, swing or latin. Analyze the
chord structure, paying close attention to turnarounds, authentic class cadences
and other target chords. Substitute II chords for dominants in approaching these
target chords.
3. Do the same in #2 with folk, rock or country tunes. How does this change the
sound? Does the style stay consistent? What does this do for resolution in the
course of the song?
4. Examine and listen to pieces by Holst, Rimsky-Korsakov, Rachmaninof and
Gershwin. How do these composers use II chords to facilitate chord movement?
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Chapter 18
Advanced Chord Progressions
In addition to the chord progressions we mentioned above, there are
others, which added, can give many more opportunities. To review, remember
these principles:
1) Any note may be established by a half–step
approach tone or by its own scale degree 5.
2) Any chord may be established by its own
authentic class cadence predecessor.
In addition, we have found in the last chapters:
3) Any key may be established by preceding it with
its own V7 (or substitutions) and/or its own
turnaround
4) In many cases, a V7 may be substituted by any of
its complimentary authentic class chords, such as
vii° and II.
5) A substitution occurs when common notes are
found between two chords
6) The more notes in common between two chords,
the more consonant the resulting substitution
7) Consonance of the substitution is also dependent
upon the progressive functions of both chords
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Including all authentic class cadences, in major and minor keys, their II
substitutions and deceptive cadences, we have multiplied authentic class
resolutions to a total of 48 possibilities, not including other substitutions. When
we include substitutions, we multiply that by a factor of the number of
substitutions possible for each note:
48 x (number of triads substituted for I or iv)
x (number of 7th chords, major and minor)
x (9th chords)
x (11th chords)
x (13th chords)

This allows for an incredibly large number of possibilities. Fig. 20-1 shows
one example of mixing authentic class resolutions with substitutions to "detour"
or postpone a turnaround. Notice how Gmin (iii) may be substituted for B (V),
for even though its function is different, it still has two notes in common with the
BH. By changing function with a substitution, we do not resolve in the same
way, since we are no longer dealing with an authentic class cadence, and may
deal with it as its position in the E turnaround warrants. From that point on, we
can either substitute again (to E , or I) which is very unsatisfactory, since we did
not resolve anything, or we can continue by thinking of Gmin as a chord in a
turnaround.
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So we can use a combination of turnarounds and V–I resolutions to pick
and choose a progression.

Substitutions as a Phrase Extender
One way to use substitutions as integral parts of progressions is as a
phrase extender beyond that of the ending or tag. This technique is used quite a
bit to prolong the end of "Concerto No. 2 for Piano (mvt 2)" (Ballard) (Fig. 20-2).
The restatement of the theme ends on the tonic, followed by a continuous line of
chord substitutions in descending diatonic thirds. By doing this, the progression
remains fairly consonant, since at least three notes out of the four stay the same
from chord to chord which in turn are only consonant major and minor seventh
chords. Eventually, the key needs to change to maintain the major and minor
seventh progression (i.e., no diminished or dominant chords), but this is done so
gradually that it is often difficult to see where the actual point of modulation
occurs. Functions are difficult to perceive since there is no resolution until the
very end. At the end, the chord is D

maj7

, II of C major (IV of the original key, G)

and resolves easily to C, providing the only authentic class resolution in the
whole extension. The final section is done exclusively in G, ending on a deceptive
cadence (to Emin). The progression is strictly a combination of turnarounds and
substitutions.
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Increasing Tension by Reversing the Natural Resolutions
Another way reverses the natural progression providing the resolution.
For instance, if V–I resolves tension, then it stands to reason that I–V would
produce tension. In the same way, if progressing through a turnaround produces
resolution, then regressing through the same turnaround will produce tension.
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Remember that tension needs to be produced to have a reason for
resolution. Any chord progression can work according to the following
schematic:
consonance–––––––––––dissonance––––––––––––consonance
(t e n s i o n ––––r e s o l u t i o n)
And therefore:
I––V––ii––vi––iii––viiº––IV--I--IV––viiº––iii––vi––ii––V––I
Reverse direction –––––––––––Forward direction
Examine Fig. 18-3 for an example.

We may wish to use all of this, or only a portion of it (a lot depends on the
style of music in which we are writing). We can also stop at any given chord
along the line, and work our way in the opposite direction. What about using
II's or deceptive cadences? There are many opportunities.
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A Word About Discretion
It must be reminded that there can be too much of a good thing. A Cordon
Bleu chef has a great many spices, herbs, and vegetables in his cabinet from
which to choose, but does not ever use them all in a single dish. In fact, he may
only use one or two, depending on the "style" of the dish to be served. To carry
this analogy further, the chef must know how each spice, tastes, both by itself
and when used with others, and he must also know what the flavor of the final
dish is to be. A composer or songwriter must know the style, and also know the
elements of music theory that he can use to implement that style. It is important
to remember that his versatility is enhanced by having these opportunities, and
even within the confines of a certain type of "dish" has the opportunity for
creativity and personal touches.
As an old professor in improvisation of mine once said: KISS, or "Keep It
Simple, Stupid", probably one of the most important pieces of information ever
learned in music composition. It is remarkably easy to "overdo" it, but conversely
the most successful creative artists of any medium have the knack to do a lot
with very little.
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For Further Study
1. Write a 16-bar song using reverse turnaround as a principle. Write a melody to
compliment that chord progression. Examine your piece critically. How does this
facilitate chord movement? Does the progession help the melody develop and
release tension? Is there a climax to the piece?
2. Take the piece in #1 and write a tag extension to it by substituting. Then finish
with a turnaround (ending on a half cadence) to help it return on a repeat to
measure 1.
3. Write a song using substitutions only as a method of composition (i.e., no stepwise resolutions. Does it resolve effectively? Why or why not?
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Chapter 19
Sub–Progressions and Auxiliary Chords

Within any chord progression, there are mini progressions or sub–
progressions which make up the whole. We have already worked with several of
these, the ii–V–I progression, and the related blues turnaround found in the tag
(iii-V/ii–ii–V-I). In the same way that non–harmonic tones facilitate and enhance
the basic notes provided by the existing chord, between each major chord
change, there are non–progressive chords that are incidental to the overall
progressive scheme. When identifying these non–progressions, it is important to
observe things in the following order:
1) key of the song
2) key of each section (i.e., verse, chorus, etc.)
3) key of each phrase
4) chord progressions of each section and phrase
5) sub–progressions within each phrase
To successfully write or arrange music, one must ask the following
questions. Do we wish to change keys between the verse and the chorus?
Between the bridge and the rest of the song? How do we achieve this? By
understanding not only chord progressions as previously detailed, but how
variations can work within those progressions, one can write music that works
effectively on the listener.
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The Varied Turnaround

One common use of the turnaround involves substituting secondary
dominants with their II chords (Fig. 19-1). Beginning with the V7/vi, we
progress through the turnaround, substituting every chord with its parallel II
chord. The resulting progression is that of descending dominants, from the iii
variation (V7/vi) eventually resolving to I. The reason this works is again the
direct enharmonic relationship of each II chord with its corresponding Valt.
Examine Fig. 19-2 and compare the descending tritones of the secondary
dominant turnaround with those of the chromatically descending turnaround.
They are the same.
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A less harsh progression is used more often in the more commercial jazz
(Harry Connick, Jr., etc.) and some pop. This time we alternate the naturally
occurring minor chords (iii and ii) with either their V7's or their II's. This
provides for mini tension–release sections within this turnaround, with iii and ii
acting as temporary i's for each secondary dominant or II. By substituting each
V7 with the corresponding II, we have a chromatically descending bass line, the
chords of which eventually resolve on I (Fig. 19-3).
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The Approach Chord as a Sub-Progression
The approach chord was dealt with previously. It is again based upon the
principle that half–steps are the most efficient way to resolve tension, here
resolving all chord tones by half steps. Approach chords can approach from
above, where they act like II chords, or from below, where they are weaker.
They can also act as modifications of neighbor chords and other ornamenting
sub-progressive chords. See Fig. 19-4.

Non-Progressive Chords
Non-progressive chords have their analogous counterparts in nonharmonic tones. Passing chords literally pass from one chord to another. It does
not matter whether the first chord is the same type or function as the second. The
two most common variants move all notes chromatically downward (Fig. 19-1
and 19-4) or alternate diatonic turnaround chords with their respective II's (Fig.
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21-3). The first is also demonstrated in the blues turnaround, with the
progression moving as follows (key of E ):
E

9

D9

D

9

C9

I chromatic passing chords V9/ii

The varied turnaround is a type of the second, in which the turnaround
chords are substituted with their II and pass chromatically downward.
Most of the other types of non–progressive chords correspond to their
non–harmonic counterparts. For example, neighbor chords may be considered in
the same way by definition neighbor tones are, i.e., one begins with the "target"
chord, moves step–wise (either in a whole step or a half step) in either direction,
and then moves back to the target chord (Fig. 19-4). The sus9 chord is an example
of the suspended chord situation as shown in Figure 19-5.

In any case, the basic principles, which make up chord progressions
(tension–release, authentic classification, half–step resolution, and substitution)
must be considered as sub–progressions are being written or modified. Also,
style must be considered, as sub–progressions are one vital component which
distinguishes one style from another.
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Borrowed Chords
Simply put, borrowed chords are “borrowed” from the parallel major or
minor. In a major key, this would include a relatively flat III chord, major and
based on the 3 scale degree (Figure 19-6).
One very common use in rock, pop as well as some classical styles, is the
VI-VII-I progression. This may sound modal, but corresponds to none of the
existing modes. Much of this in rock is attributed to the ease of bar chording - a
method in which the player extends the forefinger all the way across the
fretboard. Combined with other fingerings, the bar-chord can be changed
diatonically or chromatically easily without moving any individual fingers.
Often, the third is left out of this triad. See Figure 19-6b.
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For Further Study
1. Using one of the four-phrase songs you’ve written, use non-progressive chords
to enhance the chord structure you’ve set up. Does this add interest to your
piece? Does it make it too complicated? Remember to consider the style you
want to present when evaluating a song in this way.
2. Select a bebop tune from one of the following examples. As you analyze the
progression, identify authentic class cadences, approach tones (including HII
chords) sub- and non-progressive chords.
3. Analyze the progressions in one of the following classical pieces as assigned:
One piece from Two and Three Part Inventions

J.S. Bach

One selection from Preludes

F. Chopin

Pathetique, Appassionata, or Moonlight Sonatas

Beethoven

El Salón Mexico

Copland

Symphonic Dances from Westside Story

Leonard Bernstein

Take particular note of sub- and non-progressive chords, as well as approach
tones, authentic class cadences and modulations.
4. Write a piece of no less than sixty-four measures in any style, not including
repeats. Contain in it a melody, a complimenting melody, a pad, at least two
modulations of different types and sub-progressions.
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